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Group Order enables a group of employees to choose their own meals from pre-selected 
restaurants. The meals are delivered at a time of your choosing, individually bagged and 
labeled, in four simple steps:

Why is Group Order right for your Company?

Save Money

Enforce budget and ordering 
rules to proactively manage 
employee spend

Cut wasteful spending 
associated with catering orders  

Save Time

Eliminate the task of 
coordinating daily lunch orders 
in person and over phone

Reduce the administrative 
hours of processing invoices 
and expense reports 

Provide Variety

Choose from hundreds of local 
restaurants across all cuisines

Accommodate a wide  
range of tastes and dietary  
restrictions with multiple 
restaurant selections

Members of the Group Order receive an email 
invitation with restaurant selection

Restaurants prepare food for time of delivery

Each employee places order by designated time

Orders arrive by designated time, individually 
bagged and labeled.
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The Group Order Difference

Without Seamless 

Pass around menus and collect orders and money 
from employees 

Call multiple restaurants for up to date menus and 
to place orders

Pass on preferred restaurants because of expensive 
delivery minimums

Sort through delivery to determine each  
person’s order

Throw away catering leftovers at the end of the day 
on a regular basis

Sign for multiple deliveries each meal period and 
sometimes from same restaurant

Settle multiple house account invoices and sort 
through expense reports at the end of the month 
reimbursement, and credit card statements. 

With Seamless 

Put the order control in the hands of employees 
with individual accounts and saved credit cards

Access current menus for hundreds of restaurants 
and let employees place individual orders online

Consolidate orders for each restaurant so minimums 
are easily met and split between employees

Receive each order individually bagged and labeled 
so no guessing is necessary

Reduce waste by only offering Group Order to 
employees in the office

Control the number of employees and streamline 
orders from each restaurant

Process single invoices from Seamless for all orders 
placed for the office

What Our Clients are Saying:

“New hires love hearing they can order what they want, and they appreciate the 
flexibility and added menu options that Seamless provides us.”

Amanda Theodore, edX


